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Background and Purpose—Quality of life (QoL) is important to stroke survivors yet is often recorded as a secondary measure in acute stroke randomized controlled trials. We examined whether commonly used stroke outcome measures captured aspects of QoL.

Methods—We examined primary outcomes by National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS), Barthel Index (BI) and modified Rankin Scale (mRS), and QoL by Stroke Impact Scale (SIS) and European Quality of Life Scale (EQ-5D) from the Virtual International Stroke Trials Archive (VISTA). Using Spearman correlations and logistic regression, we described the relationships between QoL mRS, NIHSS, and BI at 3 months, stratified by respondent (patient or proxy). Using \( \chi^2 \) analyses, we examined the mismatch between good primary outcome (mRS ≤ 1, NIHSS ≤ 5, or BI ≥ 95) but poor QoL, and poor primary outcome (mRS ≥ 3, NIHSS ≥ 20, or BI ≤ 60) but good QoL.

Results—Patient-assessed QoL had a stronger association with mRS (EQ-5D weighted score n=2987, \( P<0.0001 \), \( r=−0.7 \), \( r^2=0.53 \); SIS recovery n=2970, \( P<0.0001 \), \( r=−0.71 \), \( r^2=0.52 \)). Proxy responses had a stronger association with BI (EQ-5D weighted score n=837, \( P<0.0001 \), \( r=0.78 \), \( r^2=0.63 \); SIS recovery n=867, \( P<0.0001 \), \( r=0.68 \), \( r^2=0.48 \)). mRS explained more of the variation in QoL (EQ-5D weighted score=53%, recovery by SIS v3.0=52%) than NIHSS or BI and resulted in fewer mismatches between good primary outcome and poor QoL (\( P<0.0001 \), EQ-5D weighted score=8.5%; SIS recovery=10%; SIS-16=4.4%).

Conclusions—The mRS seemed to align closely with stroke survivors’ interests, capturing more information on QoL than either NIHSS or BI. This further supports its recommendation as a primary outcome measure in acute stroke randomized controlled trials. (Stroke. 2013;44:3161-3165.)
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Traditional acute stroke randomized controlled trial (RCT) outcome measures often focus on impairments and activity, with functional outcome at 3 months commonly used as an end point. However, for stroke survivors, perception of recovery will have a much broader focus,1 and patient experience of stroke recovery may be better captured by quality of life (QoL) measures. Ideally, the assessment tools selected for use in RCTs should reflect a range of health-related function after stroke2 and should capture meaningful changes both for those affected by stroke and for the purposes of the trial. In choosing an outcome, the trialists must balance comprehensive assessment against the burden and cost of excessive testing. This can present a challenge because no single stroke outcome measure describes all dimensions of impairment, activity limitation, or participation.3 Furthermore, meaningful recovery varies between patients: what is considered as a good outcome by one stroke survivor may not be similarly rated by another. Despite this complexity, there is a growing recognition of the importance of understanding the impact of acute stroke interventions on QoL, in addition to effects on bodily functions.4

Previous research has highlighted the need to identify and use appropriate outcome measures in stroke RCTs.5 The National Institutes of Neurological Disorders and Stroke Common Data Elements (NINDS CDE) project6 and the European Stroke Organisation Outcomes Working Group5 have recommended the modified Rankin Scale (mRS) as a primary outcome measure in trials of acute stroke interventions; the Barthel Index (BI) and the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) are also commonly recorded.

As QoL measures are not routinely collected as primary outcomes in trials of acute stroke interventions, it is important to assess whether existing measures should be qualified...
by additional QoL metrics. We, therefore, described the relationship between 2 frequently used QoL measures (choosing exemplars of generic- and stroke-specific QoL scales) and common primary outcome measures (mRS, BI, and NIHSS) at 3 months after stroke. We hypothesized that existing primary outcome measures may also reflect patient QoL.

Methods

Data
We accessed data from the Virtual International Stroke Trials Archive (VISTA), a repository for anonymized, completed stroke trials.\(^3\) We extracted data on patient age, initial stroke severity measured using the baseline NIHSS score, outcomes by European Quality of Life Scale (EQ-5D), 2 forms of the Stroke Impact Scale (SIS version 3.0 and SIS-16), mRS, NIHSS, and BI at 3 months. The EQ-5D is a generic health-related QoL scale. It assesses QoL, measuring domains such as mobility, self-care, usual activities, anxiety/depression, and pain/discomfort; a visual analog scale enables the patients to assess their own health state. These domains can then be summarized into a single weighted index. The SIS is a stroke-specific QoL scale that measures physical problems, memory, emotions, communication, activities of daily living, mobility, participation, hand function and patients’ perceptions of recovery. The SIS-16 is based on the physical functioning domains of the SIS. Both the visual analog scale of the EQ-5D and the recovery item of the SIS version 3.0 use a scale of 0 to 100 to indicate QoL and recovery, respectively. A score of 0 indicates the worst possible outcome, whereas a score of 100 indicates the best possible health state/recovery.

Analysis
We analyzed the strength of association between the weighted score for EQ-5D, visual analog scale of the EQ-5D, SIS-16, recovery by SIS version 3.0, and the mRS, NIHSS, and BI at 3 months after stroke. These associations were assessed using partial correlations, adjusting for age and initial stroke severity (baseline NIHSS). Spearman rank correlation coefficients were used to take into account the ordinal variation being explained by the BI score at 3 months, age, and initial stroke severity. The SIS-16 (n=3856, P<0.0001, r=0.85; Table 2) had a stronger association with BI, with 81% of the variation being explained by the BI score at 3 months, age, and initial stroke severity.

Correlations and Proportion of Variation in QoL Explained by Primary Outcome Measure
Analysis of data from all patients revealed that at 3 months, QoL defined using the visual analog scale of EQ-5D (n=3828, P<0.0001, r=−0.64) and recovery by SIS version 3.0 (n=3838, P<0.0001, r=−0.73) had a stronger association with mRS, with 47% and 59% of the variation in these QoL measures, respectively, being explained by mRS at 3 months, age, and initial stroke severity. The SIS-16 (n=3856, P<0.0001, r=0.85; Table 2) had a stronger association with BI, with 81% of the variation being explained by the BI score at 3 months, age, and initial stroke severity.

Patient Versus Proxy Respondents
We observed that the majority of patients’ responses on QoL had a stronger association with outcomes by mRS (EQ-5D weighted score P<0.0001, r=−0.7; EQ-5D visual analog scale P<0.0001, r=−0.59; SIS version 3.0 recovery P<0.0001, r=−0.71). The mRS also explained a higher proportion of the variation in QoL than either the NIHSS or BI, accounting for 53% of the variation in EQ-5D weighted scores, 39% of the variation in EQ-5D visual analog scale scores, and 52% of the variation in recovery by SIS version 3.0 (Table 2). The SIS-16 had a marginally stronger association with the BI (P<0.0001, r=0.8; Table 2).

Proxy responses had a stronger association with BI at 3 months (EQ-5D weighted score P<0.0001, r=0.78; EQ-5D

Table 1. Patient Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All Patients (N=4946)</th>
<th>Those Requiring Proxy Respondents (n=839)</th>
<th>Those Able to Self-Report (n=2954)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, median (IQR)</td>
<td>71 (60–78)</td>
<td>75 (66–80)</td>
<td>68 (58–76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline NIHSS score, median (IQR)</td>
<td>12 (8–17)</td>
<td>15 (11–20)</td>
<td>10 (7–14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, male, frequency n (%)</td>
<td>2715 (54.9)</td>
<td>419 (49.9)</td>
<td>1685 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation, present, frequency n (%)</td>
<td>1271 (25.7)</td>
<td>259 (30.9)</td>
<td>622 (21.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myocardial infarction, present, frequency n (%)</td>
<td>641 (13.0)</td>
<td>84 (10)</td>
<td>374 (12.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension, present, frequency n (%)</td>
<td>3665 (74.1)</td>
<td>630 (75.1)</td>
<td>2172 (73.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus, present, frequency n (%)</td>
<td>1135 (23.0)</td>
<td>214 (25.5)</td>
<td>621 (21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IQR indicates interquartile range; and NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale.
visual analog scale $P<0.0001$, $r=0.61$; SIS version 3.0 recovery $P<0.0001$, $r=0.68$; SIS-16 $P<0.0001$, $r=0.92$), than either the mRS or NIHSS scores (Table 2). A higher proportion of the variation in each of these QoL measures was explained by the BI, age, and initial stroke severity (EQ-5D weighted score=63%; EQ-5D visual analog scale=38%; recovery by SIS v3.0=48%; SIS-16=84%).

Mismatch Between Primary Outcomes and QoL

**Good Primary Outcome and Poor QoL.**

Using $\chi^2$ analysis, we examined the proportion of patients who were classified as having a good primary outcome (mRS $\leq 1$, NIHSS $\leq 5$, or BI $\geq 95$) but who were also rated in the lowest quartile for QoL ($\leq 60$). Those with lower BI scores, in turn, are expected to have more difficulties in basic activities of daily living, which is likely to inform performance in basic activities that can be observed and assessed by proxies, per-formance in basic activities of daily living is likely to inform proxies’ views on QoL, contributing to our observations of a stronger association between proxy responses on BI and QoL.

**Poor Primary Outcome and Good QoL.**

We described the proportion of patients who were classified as having a poor primary outcome (mRS $\geq 3$, NIHSS $\geq 20$, or BI $\leq 60$) but who also rated their QoL in the highest quartile. Our $\chi^2$ analysis revealed that when using NIHSS $\geq 20$ to describe poor primary outcome, no patients reported good QoL ($P<0.0001$ for all observations), compared with mRS $\geq 3$ (EQ-5D weighted score $P<0.0001$, proportion with good QoL=3.1%; SIS-16 $P<0.0001$, proportion with good QoL=0.84%) or BI $\leq 60$ (EQ-5D weighted score $P<0.0001$, proportion with good QoL=0.24%; SIS-16 $P<0.0001$, proportion with good QoL=0.2%; Table 3). Overall, there were fewer mismatches for poor primary outcome and good QoL than for good primary outcome and poor QoL.

### Discussion

We observed that the primary outcome measures routinely used in acute stroke trials, mRS explained a higher proportion of the variation in patient-assessed QoL. Use of mRS also corresponded with fewer descriptions of poor QoL than either the NIHSS or BI. Proxy assessments of QoL were more strongly associated with BI. However, the BI has floor and ceiling effects and may lack sensitivity to assess deficits through the range of expected outcomes. Those with lower BI scores, in turn, are more likely to require assistance from a proxy. As the BI is based on activities that can be observed and assessed by proxies, performance in basic activities of daily living is likely to inform a proxy’s views on QoL, contributing to our observations of a stronger association between proxy responses on BI and QoL.

Previous work undertaken by the working groups for the NINDS CDE project and the European Stroke Organisation Outcomes Workshop have identified robust outcome measures for use in stroke RCTs, resulting in the recommendation of the
mRS for use in acute stroke trials. This has been reinforced by intensive investigations of the reliability, validity, availability of training, and inter-rater variability of this scale. Our study builds on previous research by describing the QoL information contained within the mRS.

Our study builds on previous work that examined the relationships between the EQ-5D, BI, and NIHSS. However, this analysis was conducted in a much smaller sample (n=67) and the correlations observed were weaker than in our study (EQ-5D and NIHSS \(r=0.40\); EQ-5D and modified BI \(r=0.51\)). Lai et al examined the relationships between the Short Form-36 (SF-36), SIS-16, and levels of the mRS, concluding that the SIS-16 captured more information on participation and physical functioning when compared with the SF-36. We did not examine the correlations between the SF-36 and primary outcome measures because of lack of data on the SF-36. However, both the EQ-5D and SF-36 measure similar domains of health. Of the QoL measures investigated in our study, the visual analog scale of the EQ-5D had weakest correlation with each of the primary outcome measures, possibly attributable to the non-disease-specific nature of the measure.

Our study has several strengths. We selected outcome measures that were commonly used in acute stroke trials through examination of the literature. Our data were derived from VISTA that includes government and commercially sponsored trials. These trials involved rigorous monitoring and source data verification to meet worldwide regulatory standards. Training and certification for use of the mRS and NIHSS were also widely available at the time of trial enrollment, thereby minimizing interobserver variability. The patients enrolled and the outcome measures used within VISTA are representative of those available in acute stroke RCTs. Data on QoL were collected alongside the mRS, BI, and NIHSS. Therefore, measures of functional outcome, activities of daily living, neurological impairment, and QoL were available from the same patients at the same time points. At least 75% of patients in our data set assessed their own QoL and recovery, thereby providing us with robust data detailing the patients’ perspectives. The QoL measures we examined were reliable, validated, and recommended. Both the EQ-5D and SIS were recommended as measures of participation for data collection by the NINDS CDE project. Development of the SIS included the perspectives of patients, carers, and healthcare professionals. Furthermore, the SIS accurately assesses recovery after stroke and is sensitive to differences across the various levels of the mRS. The SIS-16 does not exhibit ceiling effects and can discriminate across the spectrum of stroke severity. Our definitions of recovery and QoL using these scales were, therefore, deemed to be valid and reliable.

Our study had some limitations. We analyzed data on only the EQ-5D and SIS; other QoL measures such as the SF-36 and the Stroke-Specific Quality of Life Measure were not available for inclusion in our analysis. Examination of these and other QoL measures may have strengthened our results.

The properties of proxy-derived data may differ from direct patient assessments. Our data were a mix of proxy and patient assessments and so we prespecified subgroup analyses looking specifically at the proxy and direct patient assessment results. The QoL correlations for proxy-derived outcomes differed from the direct patient assessments and seemed to favor BI. Interpreting these data are problematic, particularly as the validity of many proxy-derived stroke assessment is not proven. For SIS, proxies score patients as more severely impaired in strength and activities of daily living. In the case of the EQ-5D, previous investigations have found moderate agreement between responses from patients and their proxies, with maximum agreement occurring when assessments were conducted at 6 months after stroke. As our study assessed outcomes at 3 months, the degree of agreement between patient and proxy ratings in our study may have been poorer than in previous studies. Despite the potential bias introduced by proxy rating of QoL, the inclusion of proxy responses are preferable to the alternative in those patients who are unable to report their own QoL. A larger, direct patient assessment data set is more compelling, and based on our data, we would favor use of mRS over BI.

Conclusions
For any outcome scale, there is a trade-off between ease of use and the richness of qualitative data that the scale can capture. Of the traditional acute stroke outcome measures examined, we observed a stronger association between almost all patient-assessed measures of QoL and the mRS at 3 months. The mRS also explained a higher proportion of the variation in QoL than either NIHSS or BI. We observed more mismatches between good primary outcome and poor QoL, than for the inverse combination. This may indicate that QoL assessments capture aspects of stroke recovery over and above the information gathered by standard outcome measures. Nevertheless, our findings suggest that mRS provides a useful indicator of a patient’s overall QoL at 3 months after stroke. However, if time and resource allows, qualifying mRS (particularly good mRS) with additional QoL data may be a useful exercise.
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